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age-appropriate
suitable for a certain age 



tune out
to stop paying attention to something 



miss out on
 not get the chance to do or have something that one would enjoy or that 
would be good for one, esp. a chance that other people succeed in getting



promote
to encourage people to like, buy, use, do, or support something 



inactivity
idleness / immobility 



provoke
to cause a reaction, especially a negative one 



channel-surf
to change frequently from one television 

channel to another , using a remote control 



comedy
a type of film, play, or book that is intentionally funny either 

in its characters or its action and makes one laugh 



mentally
connected with or related to the mind 



Complete with words from the list :

Promote – mentally – age appropriate - comedy – inactivity – miss out on 

1-Most computer games………. ………….. And make children out of shape. 

2- Taking exercises develops our bodies both physically and …………….. 

3-The puzzle was intended to ………………… discussion. 

4- There is a nice …………… film on TV this evening. Don’t miss it. 

5- TV is sometimes used to escape from reality and this can cause you to 
…………………. ……..real world

inactivity

mentally

promote

comedy

miss out on





Speaker 1   :  Questions 1 & 5
Speaker 2  :  Questions 2 & 4

Speaker 3   :  Questions 3 & 1





If you were the head of a family, what rules would you put for the 
members to consume TV appropriately?

• I would make family rules and stick to them.

• I would set limits on TV viewing time.

• I would turn the TV off during mealtimes and while doing your homework.

TV is not selective in what it teaches. Give some unhealthy negative messages of TV.

It promotes inactivity.
It promotes eating junk food.

It wastes our time.
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Watching television for a long time leads to …………………………………..…………………….

miss out in provoke inactivity

tune out

Parents should …………………………… many television channels which involve 
violence and racism.

miss out inprovoke promote

comedy
I don’t like watching …………………………… movies. I think they’re so silly.

factfile promotion

mentally
The way he acts proves that he is …………………………… ill. He needs a special school.

cooperatively adverselynicely

tune out

inactivity



What impact does watching television have on the life of  teens?

It can encourage good behaviour.  
It can give unhealthy, or negative messages.

How can TV have positive effects on young people ? 
It teaches them how to develop and use their imagination. 
It teaches them about family values.

How can TV have negative effects on young people? 
It helps to tune out or escape from the real world.  
It promotes inactivity.  
It causes unhealthy behviours.



Listen to the interviews, and then match these words 
and phrases from the interviews with their meanings.  





Make family rules about TV and stick to them. Decide what you 
want to change about your current viewing habits.

 Set limits on TV viewing time (hours per day).

Turn TV off during mealtime, and while doing your homework. 
This will allow you to concentrate more and finish earlier.

 Watch TV with family and friends and discuss issues seen on TV with them.



Yes, TV can be educational   as we can use it in preparing and 
presenting educational programs in different school subjects.. 
We can teach our children a lot while they are watching TV 
programs.

TV can stimulate the mind and develop good habits for the future. 
It can encourage children’s imagination and teach them about 
family values. 



What are the good and bad effects of watching TV?

Good effects

Bad effects

a- It develops our imagination 
b- It encourages good behaviour

a- It promotes inactivity 
b- It causes unhealthy behaviour
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on average
normally;  usually 



staggering
very shocking and astonishing  



accuracy
the quality or state of  being correct 



teaching aid
material or equipment used in  teaching  



primarily
for the most part, mainly 



fractional
relating to the separation of  components of  a mixture  



visualise
to imagine  



core programming

the central or most important  programme  



prime time
the time at which a television or radio audience is expected to be 
the greatest



Complete with words from the list :

Teaching aid – visualise - primarily – staggering – accuracy 

1- Cotton is ……….…………… grown in Africa in summer. 

2- The results of the exam have been quite ……………... 

3- I think some TV programs can be used as a  ………………….. for 
children . 

4-The computer will calculate your position with pinpoint……

primarily

staggering

teaching-aid

accuracy







The figure. Because it is astonishing.

It helps students to learn more about cultures and languages

Because they help students visualize what they had been learning..

We don’t learn much from them

We should make use of  TV. TV can be an educational tool.
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Give students information 
about cultures

Revise things already taught
A program about a 
family living in Paris

Teach you in a different way

One doesn’t learn 
much from them
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Write	what	you	would	say	in	the	following	situations:

1. Your friend has lost his job because of his carelessness. 

          __________  

2. Your brother wastes a lot of money. Persuade him to save some for the future. 

             

3. Your little sister apologizes for making noise while you are asleep. 

             

4. Your young brother comes home late at night, which makes you angry. 

            



get behind with
to not make as much progress as others 



get down to
to start doing something seriously  



get on
to have a good relationship with someone 



get over
to recover or get better 



get through
to manage or contact someone 



occasionally
sometimes; for time to time 



record
to set down in writing or some other permanent 

form for later reference , esp. officially  



tune in
to listen to or watch a particular television or radio programme  



Reported speech: infinitive with to [advise, like, prefer, tell, want] 
Grammar reference page 131.





a- pronoun (e.g. me, us) + infinitive with to + noun

b-They are negative



In both pairs of  sentences, the first one describes the 
speakers’ own opinions, the second one describes what other 
people think and includes subject and object pronouns.



His mother asked him to find out about the TV 
programmes at 10 o’clock.

Boushra advised her friend to listen to the 
news on the radio.



 Jumana advised me to record the programme and watch it later.

 Shaikha’s mother asked her to watch the film with her..

 Shaikha’s mother warned her not to touch the DVD player .



What's wrong with children's TV programmes?

How has the Internet affected the way we consume radio and TV?

“Radio is the theatre of mind.” How far do you agree with this statement?
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Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d :

1- I advised him ………………… to bed earlier. 
a- to go  b- to goes   c- to going  d- to be gone  

2- He prefers me ……………. do my homework before I watch TV.  
a- to doing  b- to do   c- to does  d- to did  

3- I warned him…………………………… waste his time. 
a- to   b- not to  c- to not  d- not too

a- to go

b- to do 

b- not to



Report the following sentences: 
  
  1-“Can you change the channel, please?” 
My brother asked me ………………………………………………. 
  2-“Never stay up late.” 
Our best friend advised us……………………………… 

3- Turn up the volume.       
He asked his father ……………………………… 
4- Watch this film with me.       
He asked Hani ……………………………… 

to change the channel. 

not to stay up late. 

to turn up the volume. 

to watch that film with him. 



Phrasal verbs with get
Get behind with     يتخلف عن Get over يتحسن صحيا           

Get down to   يبدأ بعمل شيء  Get through        يحاول الاتصال بــ

Get on     جيدة مع   على علاقة Get up                يستيقظ



B
F

E A
C





Choose the right option: 
1- I have to     early to go to school. 

a- get down to  b- get over  c- get through  d- get up 

2- We have an exam this week, I should    revising. 

a- get down to  b- get over  c- get through  d- get up 

3- My father and his colleagues     very well. 

a- get down to  b- get on  c- get through  d- get up 

4- I’ve had a bad cold, but I’m     it now.  

a- getting down to  b- getting over c- getting through d- getting up 

5- I tried to phone you yesterday but I couldn’t        

a- get down to  b- get on  c- get through  d- get up 

d- get up

a- get down to

b- get on

b- getting over

c- get through



Indefinite pronouns

Positive/Offers 
requests

negative 
questions
negative 
meaning
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anything   else
Everybody    else

somewhere   else
nobody        else



How many words?



a. Have you got satellite television? 
b. I’d prefer you to watch a DVD if  you don’t mind. 
c. Can you turn the telly off, please? 
d. There’s very little on TV at the moment 
e. I’ve only got a small TV.
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Get behind with     not do as much 
progress as others 

Get over recover

Get down to   start doing 
something 

Get through        manage to 
contact

Get on     have good relation Get up                get out of bed

Get in come home Get out of escape from

Phrasal verbs with  “ get “



1- A: Together we can get…………… our problems easily.           B: That 's true . 
     a) behind      b) through       c) over       d) on 

2- A: If you don't do your homework regularly , you'll get ………. your study.      
          B: I always do my homework regularly. 
     a) behind with     b) through             c) over      d) down 
  
3- A: I usually get ………………. late in the weekends. 
     B:  Me too. 
    a) on             b) over    c) up      d) through

From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer :



4- A: We relaxed in the break, but now it's time to get ………….. the main job. 
    B: I think you are right . 
  
     a) behind     b) through   c) over       d) down to 
  
5– A:  I’m trying to phone my friend but I couldn't get ………. 
              B:  I think there's something wrong with your phone . 

     a) over                  b) through            c) behind           d) down to 
  
6- A: They are a typical couple. They get …………………..very well .            B: Good news! 

    a) behind              b) through   c) over      d) on
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a–  get through
b–  get behind with

c–  get on

d–  get over

e–  get down to

f–  get up
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He asked him to turn up the volume for him .

He told him to rewind the volume for him.

He asked Hani to watch that film with him.

He wanted him to look for the remote control .
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 Parents told their children not to watch television…..

 The teacher told students to ask him if  they don’t understand anything.

 Parents asked their children to show them their homework.

 Teachers asked students to tell the class what they learned…..

 The teacher advised his students to make notes while they are….

 A student advised another student to rewrite his notes at home so they were easier …...
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“ Watch TV programmes about the environment.”

“ Please, record the programme for me .”

“ Don’t watch television in the dark”

“ Make sure you know what programmes your children are watching.”

“ Sit and watch TV with very young children.”

“ Plan your TV viewing in advance”

“ Turn on the subtitles because I have poor hearing.”
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6
5

3
1

7

2
4
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What you would say in the following situations:

1)- Some of your classmates are spoiling the school walls with paints.

2)-your brother asks you about your opinion of the children suffering in 
Africa.

 3)-  Your teacher wants to know why you have failed  in the exam.

You shouldn’t do that. Our school is just like our homes.

  I think that rich countries should participate in solving their problem.

Sorry. I did not study well. I was sick.
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What is your favourite TV programme or film? Why?

Do you like watching crime movies? 
What’s the best movie you’ve ever seen?

What should a television schedule include? 



thriller
a novel , play or movie with an exciting plot , typically involving 
crime  



news team
two or more people working together on broadcast or published 
report of news  



newcomer
a person or thing that has recently arrived in a place or 
joined a group  



evidence
the available body of facts or information indicating whether a 
belief or proposition is true 



prosecution
the institution and conducting of legal proceedings against 
someone in respect of a criminal charge  



convict
to prove or officially announce that someone is 
guilty of a crime  



equestrian
of or relating to horse riding  



Complete with words from the list :

equestrian – convicted – evidence – thriller - newcomers

1-He was ……………... of murder and was sentenced to death . 

2- They plan to hold the …………………… events in a track in the other side 
of the city. 

3-The police believe he is the thief, but all the …………. ……….Suggests 
otherwise. 

4-The film I watched is described here as a taut, psychological ……………….

convicted
equestrian 

evidence

thriller



equestrian / tune in / evidence / visualise / missed out on / newcomers  

1. The teacher welcomed ………………… to his class at the beginning of  

the new school year.  

2. Teaching aids help students ……………… some concepts.  

3. Wild life programs on National Geographic make me always …………… 

to that wonderful channel.  

4. The ………………… …..events for the 1956 Melbourne Olympics were held in 

Stockholm due to quarantine restrictions.  

5. The suspect was set free as there was not enough ………….. against him.

Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list:

newcomers

visualise
tune in

equestrian

evidence





a. Why do you think the football match is on at 5.00 p.m.?

b. Compare the programmes on at 7.00 p.m. on the three channels. Why do 
you think they are so different from each other?

Channel 1 
7.00 p.m. – News 
Main Evening News 
A summary of the day’s main stories from Channel 1 
reporters at home and abroad.

Channel 2 
7.00 p.m. – History 
Architecture Today 
Tonight’s programme visits The National Assembly 
Building with its distinctive canopy, which was having 
been designed to evoke traditional tents.

Channel 3 
7.00 p.m. – Nature 
The World of Nature 
A father and son set out to cross a remote strip of 
the Kuwaiti desert. As they make their way across, 
they meet animals that inhabit the area.



c. Do you think there is enough variety in this schedule, or is there too much 
of  one type of  programme? Explain.

d. Are the programmes on at 8.00 p.m. on the three channels factual or 
fictional? Why do you think this type of  programme is shown at 8.00 p.m.?

Channel 1 
8.00 p.m. – Drama 
Courtroom 
Will the prosecution find enough evidence to convict the 
suspect?

Channel 2 
8.00 p.m. – Film 
The Big Land 
Newcomers to a small town become mixed up in an 
argument among residents.

Channel 3 
8.00 p.m. – Drama 
Hospital Ward 
Dr Nadia has to decide the best way to treat  
a child who has lost his memory. You’ll find this 
surprising.



 What should a television schedule include? 

It should include: 
* the channel and the start time 
* many types of  programmes such as sport programmes, drama, news, movies, cartoons, 
documentary, etc.

 Write the good effects and bad effects of  watching television.

Good Effects Bad Effects
It develops our imagination. It promotes inactivity which may lead to 

obesity.
It encourages good behaviour. It is not selective in what it teaches.

It teaches people about family values.  It can give false and negative messages.
It allows people to think about their own 
choices.

d- It can cause people miss out on real 
world. 



 What is the parents’ 
role?

They have to set rules and stick to them. 

They have to set limits on viewing time. 

They have to turn TV off during meals.



A television schedule



What would you like to watch this evening?



   What do you think of  Kuwait TV  schedule?



You are going to write a schedule of  TV programmes you would 
recommend to someone to watch in an evening.









Model
From 5 pm. To 10 pm.



Model
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What are the elements which make a TV program a successful one ?

Choosing the suitable time to show it . Being interesting and 
adding new information. Being suitable for a large number of 
people.

What should we put in our mind when we write a schedule of TV programs?

We should put a suitable time for each program according to the age 
groups it addresses. The programs should be varied and age appropriate. 
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News World

Kuwait’s 
Gardeners

Good 
morning

4 p.m. 
Everyday

8 p.m. on 
Saturdays

7 p.m. on 
 Fridays

World news stories 
National & 
International sports

The news stories are 
more interesting than the 
main news programme

Tips on 
gardening

It gives tips about 
growing all kinds 

of  flowers & plants

* Local & 
National events 
in Kuwait

It is both 
educational & 
entertaining





My favourite TV programme is “Smile Please”. It’s on TV3 on Thursdays 
evening, after the news. It’s a comedy. Hesham Moh. is the director and the 
programme is about some actors who play the role and imitate famous people, 
mainly politicians acting  recent news events. Sometimes an actor can play 
more than one character: Adel plays the king, the pope…. It’s really funny and 
you can also know the news and laugh at the same time. It’s definitely a funny 

and relaxing progamme.       



Now it is your turn to write a similar TV review



Argumentative Essay Definition

 An argumentative essay is a type of essay that presents arguments 

about both sides of an issue. It could be that both sides are presented equally 

balanced, or it could be that one side is presented more forcefully than the 

other. It all depends on the writer, and what side he supports the most.  

https://literarydevices.net/essay/
https://literarydevices.net/essay/


Please read the following instructions to know how to write an accurate outline :



Conclusion: 

a) Summarize all main points  
b) Restate your thesis  
c) Add a call to action: what you want 
readers to do after reading your essay 
 

Note: Write only one sentence to highlight your opinion and your 
recommendations.



Television the same as any other modern tool has both advantages 

and disadvantages Write a paragraph of about (14  sentences 160 

words) about its good as well as its bad effects on teens and how we 

can use TV appropriately and avoid its negative effects.



Outline
Introduction :…………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Body  ( Paragraph 1 ) :…………………………………………………………..

Idea 1 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 2 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Idea 3 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Body  ( Paragraph 2 ) :…………………………………………………………..

Idea 1 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 2 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Idea 3 : ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 



Topic
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